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Fenderson, et al. v. Diaz, et al.

Dear Friends:
We have been quite busy with the discovery process and several law and motion
issues. The purpose of this letter is to bring you up to date. We were granted authority
by the court to take an early deposition of Heidi Diaz concerning limited issues relating
to documents, witnesses, and assets. The first deposition was conducted on
November 12, 2007 at my office in Riverside, California. The second deposition was
taken on January 23, 2008. Some of the testimony and documents produced at the
second deposition are subject to a protective order and cannot be revealed to the public
at this time. However, it is my intent to file a motion to make certain documents public.
At this time, we have no set trial date. A Case Management Conference is set for
July 15, 2008.
Defendant Heidi Diaz filed a Demurrer to the First Amended Complaint for
Damages. A demurrer is a tactic used by defendants to challenge the validity of the
complaint. We have already prepared our opposition to the demurrer and we are
confident that it will be overruled by the presiding judge. The hearing on the demurrer is
scheduled for April 28, 2008.
On March 21, 2008, the Court will hear the defendant’s motion to set aside the
writ of attachment order. As you may recall, on November 16, 2007, the court entered
an order to issue a writ of attachment on certain assets held by Heidi Diaz. Accordingly,
the court effectively “froze” certain assets held by Heidi Diaz, such as her home and
PayPal account. Our opposition to defendant’s motion to set aside the writ of
attachment was filed under seal because it contained confidential information.
However, I can reveal that it is our contention that the defendants do not have statutory
authority to have the court reconsider its original order to issue a writ of attachment.
SUMMARY OF THE DEPOSITION OF HEIDI DIAZ, PART ONE
Who is Heidi Diaz?
Heidi Diaz has been known by the following names: Kimmer, Jennifer Dancer,
Brad Curtis, Kimberely Stewart, and Kimberely Drake. She also testified that she was
known on the Kimkins.com website as Vanessa, an affiliate manager. She had used
the email Vanessa2lucky@yahoo.com. She also used Brandon Diaz name without his
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permission to receive an affiliate payment. She registered Brandon Diaz as the owner
of the Kimkins website without his permission. She then switched the name of the
owner to Renee Drake who was the mother of Ms. Diaz. Ms. Drake died in 1970. She
has also used her niece’s name, Vanessa Romero.
How did Heidi Diaz Deceive Kimkins.com Members?
Heidi Diaz admitted that she has used false testimonials to promote the
Kimkins.com website. Exhibit 2 to her deposition transcript revealed a picture of the
alleged founder of Kimkins.com. This picture is the well-known photograph of the
Russian woman in a red dress. She admitted that the woman featured in Exhibit 2 as
Kimmer is not Heidi Diaz. It is a picture that she obtained from the internet. The text
adjacent to the photograph was also false. “Kimmer” did not lose 198 pounds in 11
months as promoted on the website. She also admitted that the woman featured in the
picture did not receive a graduate degree in public administration and was not a
volunteer court appointed special advocate for abused children.
Exhibit 3 featured another screenshot from the Kimkins.com website that
contained the image of the infamous woman in the red dress that was identified as
Kimmer. Again, she claimed that the adjacent text was partially false and that the photo
of Kimmer was in fact the same photo that she obtained off the internet. On that same
page, she admitted that the featured story of Bambi, who purportedly lost 122 pounds
was in fact false. She did claim that a company known as Clexus New Media employed
an individual known by the name of Aliyar Firat. Mr. Firat reportedly supplied Heidi Diaz
with a picture of the woman in the red dress. Mr. Firat stated that he would rather use
an actual photo of Heidi Diaz, but Ms. Diaz purportedly did not want to reveal her
identity.
Exhibit 4 is another screenshot from the Kimkins.com website. She admitted
that the “before” picture was actually Heidi Diaz taken years before the start of
Kimkins.com website. She again confirmed that the “after” photo was not her and was a
picture she had taken from the internet. The text provided in Exhibit 4 was also false in
that she had not gone from 318 pounds to 118 pounds in 11 months.
Exhibit 5 contained four photographs. The first photograph on the top was
actually Heidi Diaz, but the subsequent photographs, used in various advertisements for
Kimkins.com and designated as Kimmer, were in fact models. She had taken said
photographs from other internet sites to be used on Kimkins.com.
She claimed the sole reason for not disclosing her identity prior to November 12,
2007 was to preserve her privacy. However, she admitted that at the time she made
the subject misrepresentations, she did not feel her customers, who signed up for
lifetime memberships, were entitled to the truth about her personal weight loss success
with the Kimkins diet. In retrospect, she did put her privacy rights over that of her
customer’s rights to know the truth about the weight loss results of the Kimkins diet.
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She also admitted that she used numerous pictures of women from other
websites and put these pictures adjacent to fictionalized Kimkins weight loss success
stories. She admits that the women featured in the photos marked in Exhibit 50 were
not in fact members of the Kimkins.com website and were not on the Kimkins Diet. She
stated that the adjacent texts were false, but were predicated on success stories from
the Low Carb Friends website that predated the Kimkins.com site. However, she has
absolutely no documentation of any of the alleged success stories that were used as a
basis for the fraudulent testimonials that were attached as Exhibit 50. Further, she has
no witnesses to back up her explanation.
She admits that she knew that potential Kimkins.com customers would rely on
her false representations. As a consequence, she claimed that she had offered a full
refund for those people who relied on her past misrepresentations.
Asset Concealment
Heidi Diaz had a plan to conceal and dissipate her assets when she found out
that a class action lawsuit was contemplated by the members of Kimkins.com.1
On the date of the original writ of attachment hearing, October 16, 2007, Heidi
Diaz had $878,252.79 in a mutual fund. A copy of the T. Rowe Price mutual fund
account statement is attached to the deposition transcript of Heidi Diaz as Exhibit 39.
On October 18, 2007, Heidi Diaz directed T. Rowe Price to close the account and send
her a check for $878,252.79, which she placed in her Bank of America account. Heidi
Diaz was then served with a deposition notice for November 4, 2007, but pursuant to
her request, her deposition was rescheduled for November 12, 2007.
On Friday, November 9, 2007, the last business day before the deposition of
Heidi Diaz, Heidi Diaz contacted an accountant referred to her by her lawyer. The
accountant, Rahul Shaw, had not reviewed any of the financial documents of Heidi Diaz
or of Kimkins.com. Nevertheless, Heidi Diaz stated that the accountant who had never
examined or evaluated any financial document advised her to unilaterally write a check
to the U.S. Treasury Department in the amount $700,000.
Heidi Diaz also testified at her deposition that on the afternoon of November 9,
2007, this same accountant advised her to write a check to the California Franchise Tax
Board, without having reviewed a single document. Accordingly, on the afternoon of
1

California Penal Code Section 531 states: Every person who is a party to any fraudulent conveyance of
any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, goods or chattels, or any right or interest issuing out of the
same, or to any bond, suit, judgment, or execution, contract or conveyance, had, made, or contrived with
intent to deceive and defraud others, or to defeat, hinder, or delay creditors or others of their just debts,
damages, or demands; or who, being a party as aforesaid, at any time wittingly and willingly puts in, uses,
avows, maintains, justifies, or defends the same, or any of them, as true, and done, had, or made in good
faith, or upon good consideration, or aliens, assigns, or sells any of the lands, tenements, hereditaments,
goods, chattels, or other things before mentioned, to him or them conveyed as aforesaid, or any part
thereof, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
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November 9, 2007, Ms. Diaz wrote check number 1501 to the U.S. Treasury for
$700,000, and check number 1502 to the Franchise Tax Board for $100,000.
Heidi Diaz bragged on the internet about her efforts to conceal and dissipate
assets. She prepared for the class action lawsuit and anticipated collection efforts. On
August 14, 2007, Heidi Diaz and Kimkins.com member and administrator Christin
Sherburne engaged in an internet conversation concerning anticipated lawsuits.
Allegations of fraud and misleading advertising had been made and Heidi Diaz made
the following, unsolicited statement to Mrs. Sherburne:
Heidi Diaz: Christin, have time for Law 101?
Christin:

Sure

Heidi Diaz: In a nutshell, there can be no class action lawsuit or
any lawsuit. … If you had a bad car accident -broken arm, concussion but hit a poor person with no
insurance you COULD NOT get a lawyer. There is no
‘recovery’. There is no money to receive. It’s the
same with Kimkins. There is no $$$. They don’t
even have jurisdiction.
No lawyer would touch it. do they even know who
“kimmer” is. well, in a real class action suit the
company is ordered to pay legal costs. but who will
pay?... Anyhow, bottom line for today’s law lesson:
No recovery, no lawyer….
You have to make
allegations. They must be substantiated. Backed up
with doctor’s reports, etc., not just that (1) prove their
health before Kimkins; (2) prove that “but for” doing
Kimkins there would not have been damages; (3)
must have damages; (be hurt) all that takes $$$. they
have to hire a doctor, get tests, deposition of doctors
& whoever they can find at kimkins ;)”
Also on August 14, 2007 Ms. Diaz informed Mrs. Sherburne that “technically you
can get a judgment and sue a person in court, but so what? How would you get your
$$? can’t.” However, the exchange ends with an ominous statement by Heidi Diaz
regarding possible future litigation. Heidi Diaz told Mrs. Sherburne, “If anything ever
happened and you were involved, I am here for you $$$.”
Another attempt to evade collection was a statement publicly made by Heidi Diaz
that she was no longer the owner of Kimkins.com. She now admits under oath that her
statement was false. On October 4, 2007, Heidi Diaz told members that the Kimkins
website was under new ownership. She claimed that she would not be the owner but
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would merely serve as an advisor. At her deposition, she stated that representation
was false. A true and correct copy of the announcement prepared by Heidi Diaz
revealing the change of ownership is attached to the deposition of Heidi Diaz as
Exhibit 48.
Heidi Diaz admitted under oath to further testimony confirming her plan to
dissipate assets. She admitted to making the following statement as “Kimmer” to one of
her administrators:
“Unfortunately for this brilliant attorney, he is going to be disappointed to
find that there is no pot of gold for recovery in the suit. Heidi collects the
revenue, but does not keep it. You can imagine him telling the judge that
wants to certify a class action against a housewife? Hehehe.”
Heidi Diaz has also recently formed other companies and a trust. For example,
she recently paid a paralegal to form a family trust in which she intends to place assets.
However, the family trust is misleading as it uses the name “Beauchamp” instead of
Diaz. She formed a company known as Halcyon Web, LLC on September 24, 2007
with the specific intent of transferring all of the Kimkins assets to that company. She
has also paid a paralegal to form a company known as Sharp Plumbing, LLC. She
stated the company was for her son. However, upon examination she admitted that her
son is not a licensed contractor and the address for the plumbing company is merely a
P.O. Box. It is the same P.O. Box of Kimkins.com. She admitted that there is no
physical business for Sharp Plumbing, but that company is on the internet.
How Did Heidi Diaz Profit From her Deception?
Heidi Diaz testified that her gross income for Kimkins.com for 2006 was
approximately $50,000. Her best estimate of income earned by Kimkins.com from
January through November 2007 was $1.5 million. She claimed $878,000 in profit, and
from that, she purchased a home for cash in the amount of $444,000. She also stated
that she paid $700,000 in taxes to the federal government and $100,000 to the State of
California for the Franchise Tax payment. She claims Clexus New Media, the computer
programmer/web designer, received approximately $400,000.00 in income.
She planned to pay refunds through an account at Bank of America, which
totaled approximately $38,000.00. She claimed that the total members who subscribed
to Kimkins.com as of November 12, 2007 ranged between 37,000 and 40,000. She
claimed affiliates were paid a total of $55,000.00. Up until the date of her first
deposition, all payments to Kimkins.com were made by PayPal.
Were the Representations Made By Heidi Diaz On November 12, 2007 on the
Kimkins Website Truthful?
Heidi Diaz admitted that she did not lose 198 pounds in 11 months, but claimed
to lose 100 pounds in six months. However, when pressed on this issue, she admitted
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that she had no photographic evidence of said weight loss. She never used her own
website to record the alleged weight loss. She made no written record of the weight
loss referenced in her website. She also claimed that there are no witnesses that will
testify to her alleged weight loss. Incidentally, the deposition of Brandon Diaz revealed
that he did not witness his mother losing 100 pounds at any time. She last weighed
herself on November 11 and at that time she weighed 294 pounds. She claimed to
have lost 23 pounds in the last two weeks as of November 12, 2008.
Why Did Heidi Diaz Block Members?
She claimed that certain members were blocked from access to chat with other
members because they were “troublemakers”. Troublemakers could retain access to
the full website, diet, and food list, but were restricted from the community areas. She
claims that the term troublemaker was defined by each administrator. Accordingly,
administrators were given the power to block member’s access to the community areas.
There were no written parameters for blocking members or any oral instructions by
Heidi Diaz. She admitted to using moles on the website, which she defines as
“somebody who operates quietly to go through the website to make sure everything is
operating.”
SUMMARY OF THE DEPOSITION OF HEIDI DIAZ, PART TWO
Assets and Income of Heidi Diaz
Heidi Diaz stated that her sole source of income in 2007 was income generated
from Kimkins.com, benefits from SDI, alimony, and income from foster care. Although
she announced that Halcyon Web, LLC was the new owner in October 2007, she
claimed at the time of her deposition that Halcyon did not have any cash. She claimed
that her Kimkins business did not have any assets other than its computers. She
claimed that Halcyon Web LLC does not own other websites. She does own a number
of domain names related to Kimkins.com. She owns no other corporation, limited
liability company, or interest in any partnership. Other than her corporate assets, she
merely has her house and her car. She never checked to see if her assets were
actually attached prior to her deposition. She does not keep track of her money and
does not balance her checkbook. Since her PayPal account was frozen, she did open a
CCBill account. She now accepts checks. She said that she had her Medicare benefits
terminated and cannot afford medical insurance at this time. She filed a tax return in
2006, but did not pay federal taxes.
Heidi Diaz did produce financial records, which were marked as confidential and
cannot be discussed in this document at this time.
Additional Acts of Fraud and Asset Concealment
Heidi Diaz was shown additional screenshots of individuals who were featured on
the Kimkins.com website as success stories. She admitted that she took pictures of
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various women on the internet and placed said picture on the Kimkins.com website
along with text on how these women purportedly lost weight as a result of the Kimkins
diet. Models who were provided names such as Destiny, Raquel, Jasmine, Gretchen,
and Petr were not users of the Kimkins diet and their photos had been misappropriated
from other websites.
She also admitted to passing a rumor that Jessica Alba was using the Kimkins
diet and she knew that was a false statement. She admitted that repeating the rumor
that Jessica Alba originally used the Kimkins diet to lose weight was deceptive.
She admitted making certain false statements to administrators and members of
Kimkins.com. As an example, Exhibit 57 falsely revealed that Kimmer and Heidi Diaz
were best friends since high school. She also stated that in October of 2007,
Kimkins.com did not have any money despite the fact that the company had $1 million
in assets in the bank. Also in Exhibit 57, she misrepresented the fact that she had
partners.
In an email response regarding this case, Kimmer made the following statement:
“before I left, I thought I would share with you my thinking. I won’t know for sure until
Monday until I talk to an attorney, but if worse comes to worse, we can close Kimkins.com
and a lawyer can fight over the carcass. He probably thinks it is a large company.”
In connection with the email marked as Exhibit 57, she admitted to implying to
Jeannie Baitinger that the company did not have any money despite the fact that the
company had $1 million in liquid assets. In the same email, she stated that the database
would be moved to a new domain name, “www.???.com and move the forums, members
and everything there.”
She was aware that Jeannie Baitinger, Delaney Deaver, and Christin Sherburne
were going to be on the Mike and Juliet Show on Fox TV on November 12, 2007.
Q:

“Did you view this particular program as an opportunity to get new
members for Kimkins?”

A:

“No. actually, I thought it would have the opposite effect.”

Exhibit 65 is an email from Heidi Diaz to Jeannie Baitinger and Delaney Deaver
dated November 9, 2007 that discussed the Mike and Juliet Show. Ms. Diaz said in the
email: “I expect we will get many new members from the TV exposure,“…”Shhh, the
lawyer is sniffing around for money $$$”
Heidi admitted that she wasn’t lying to Ms Baitinger and Ms. Deaver, but was
actually giving a motivational speech in an email for their benefit. Finally, she admitted
she was not telling the truth.
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She also admitted to lying about representations that she made to members that
she had to borrow to buy out her former partner. She also admitted to using the name
Brad Johnson with regard to Kimkins.com business. She said that Brad Johnson is
actually her little brother that died. She provided the following explanation as to why
she uses false names.
Q.
“Don't you foresee that by using other people's names, you're giving the
false impression that your company is staffed with a number of people rather than just
you?”
A.

I -- I don't see it that way. I understand what you're saying, but I don't see
it that way.”

Q.

“When you use false names, aren't you giving the impression that the
company is much bigger than it really is, as far as staff?

A.

I see it as a creative outlet. I get tired of seeing my own name.

Q.

You don't see that as dishonest or deceptive?

A.

No.” 2

She contends she never received any complaints of injury from anyone who tried
the Kimkins diet. She never reviewed complaints such as irregular heartbeat, hair loss
or failure to have menstrual cycles. To her memory, she states that she never received
an email concerning a single complaint or injury. She did not collect any adverse event
reports.
DECLARATION OF HEIDI DIAZ FILED WITH MOTION TO SET ASIDE WRIT OF
ATTACHMENT
Before signing her declaration, she did not determine whether or not her bank
accounts were attached. In paragraph 3 of her declaration, which was attached to the
deposition as Exhibit 69, she explained that she had severe family hardship, which
means that she could not buy the things she needed to conduct household repairs,
purchase earthquake insurance and make car payments. She said her son was
sleeping on the floor. However, she admitted that her son was an adult who never had
2

California Penal Code Section 529 states: Every person who falsely personates another in either his
private or official capacity, and in such assumed character either: 1. Becomes bail or surety for any party
in any proceeding whatever, before any court or officer authorized to take such bail or surety; 2. Verifies,
publishes, acknowledges, or proves, in the name of another person, any written instrument, with intent
that the same may be recorded, delivered, or used as true; or, 3. Does any other act whereby, if done by
the person falsely personated, he might, in any event, become liable to any suit or prosecution, or to pay
any sum of money, or to incur any charge, forfeiture, or penalty, or whereby any benefit might accrue to
the party personating, or to any other person; is punishable by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars
($10,000), or by imprisonment in the state prison, or in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.
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a job and is the only family member currently living at her home. She testified that
Brandon Diaz had a broken bed when she moved into the Calhoun home and that
despite the fact that she had $1 million in the bank, she did not order a new bed for her
son, as it “didn’t occur to her.” Even though she had $1 million in the bank when she
purchased the home, she did not purchase earthquake insurance.
She also complained that the writ of attachment interfered with her ability to earn
a living because she could not issue refunds to her members and she could not use
traditional vendors. However, during the course of her deposition, she cannot confirm a
single person who had been terminated as a result of the writ of attachment. She also
complained that she did not have medical insurance. She could not apply to Medicare
because she makes too much money. Her SSDI benefits were terminated two months
prior to part two of her deposition which was taken on January 23, 2008.
FINAL COMMENTS
We have sent out an initial set of written discovery in preparation for our motion
for certification. The defendant’s responses were unsatisfactory, and therefore we will
send additional discovery and seek further responses. It is our expectation that we will
have a Motion for Certification on file within the next 30 days. We will soon be taking
the deposition of Delaney Deaver and other former administrators of Kimkins.com.
The District Attorney’s office in San Diego will be reviewing the non-confidential
documents of this file. A decision by the California Attorney General’s office concerning
criminal prosecution is purportedly pending.
Very truly yours
TIEDT & HURD

JET:dw:lw
cc:
David Winter
Michael Cohen

Attorneys at Law
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EXHIBIT 3

EXHIBIT 4

EXHIBIT 5

EXHIBIT 39

EXHIBIT 50

EXHIBIT 57
From: heidi.k.diaz@gmail.com on behalf of Kimmer [webmaster@kimkins.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2007 7:59 PM
To: Jeannie Baitinger
Subject: Re: No Access

I completely agree that there's no such thing as bad publicity!
On 9/17/07, Kimmer <webmaster@kimkins.com > wrote:
1) What does the mole do? :)
2) How much $$ are we talking?
3) Singing Lass is paid, but not very much.
I'm all for ideas -- fill me in!
On 9/17/07, Jeannie Baitinger <baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:
Idea. We are short on admns when we need help the most. You still have some admins
for free, and that's great! But, people are scared. What if you let me hire a mole. With
no one ever knowing. She has never ever posted on any BB, not so much as a chat. She
was once my tenant 18 years ago and still friends. Although she isn't a person who needs
diet, she has been my friend a LONG TIME and does see what I go thru, what has
worked and is, well what I think we need. She would never post and she would report
info to me and you, I would take a look as well as direct other admins and no one would
ever know we hired a mole. I am needed on your site and cannot be there as I should.
And, I think even bad publicity beats none at all. Let's just see how sales go after I made
my statements at LCF today. The more they spotlite me the better for us.
OMG--you just don't know how happy I am to come up with this. Let's get Kimkins
rated #1 for hits.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote:
Jeannie, no problem at all. This whole thing is bizarre to say the least. When the
challenge money arrived, who is thinking, "Gee, I better document all this in case there's
a class action suit."
I'm depending on your judgment. The $500 can come from which makes the most sense.
If from Heidi, that's fine. Our reason is the money was received to her account and we
passed it along?
I'm settling down for the eBook. I wanted to have a block of time (uninterrupted time ;)
). I can't thank you enough for that -- and on YOUR vacation!
K.
On 9/16/07, Jeannie Baitinger <baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hmm. You better think about that one carefully. I would say if the money came from Heidi Diaz
and she is the site owner and the person who collected from the challenge, why not donate from
her and Kimkins.com? Again, no one will know this unless they get a class action lawsuit going
and we have to show it. Should you ask your lawyer first?
No matter what, I won't ever do to you what I have seen done. Never.
I was looking thru the ebook and saw a typo in paragraph one, lol. Proof it good, please. So
sorry but I am blind without my reading glasses. On the ship I took a notebook and pen and
wrote the whole thing out by hand as a rough draft and another final. Here I had to type it.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote: It's for a very good cause. They do benefits for the
kids and a huge Christmas party each year. Hmmm, good point. Do we want the donation from
me since the fundraiser was from me? Or Kimkins?
On 9/16/07, Jeannie Baitinger < baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote: I will be happy to
contact them. I am sorry you have to put the money out twice. You want to donate $500 from
kimkins.com , correct? Where and how do you want the money sent and same for the reciept.
Good move. But again, what a pity. At least it all went for good cause.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote: I always assume everything I write online (or even
phone calls) are read, copied or listened to. Trouble is, I'm not that interesting. I never, ever
understood the fascination with "Kimmer" -- and that was years ago.
Sales last week were normal with a slight increase on Thursday which made me think antiKimmer were joining just to cause trouble and complain about being banned -- but not so far.
Friday & yesterday were down about 25%, but weekends are always slower. It shocks the tech
guys, but many members don't have computers at home so they have to wait until they get to
work. It's 10:00 am here and sales seems normal, but our day doesn't end until 9 pm (which is
midnight EST and when I pay everyone).
Regarding foster donation, will you please contact Childhelp USA. They are located in
Beaumont, CA and operate a foster agency but also a residential treatment center for abused
children. Very large, very well regarded. They do good work. I'd prefer they not receive an
email from "Kimmer" right now. I'm thinking a $500 donation? No publicity, just a receipt.
Neither doc has logged in yet, but they may actually not work on weekends LOL. Jonny
Bowden logged in Friday but no reply from him. All doctors & Jonny received
complimentary memberships so they could poke around first.
I'm working with Aliyar this morning on Kimmerwear. Christin did her part (turning
over records, products) and I dropped the ball. :)
It's 10 am, I'd swear it's 3 pm LOL!
On 9/16/07, Jeannie Baitinger <baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:
hehe That's like me helping Mr. TT. Just so you know, I post nothing at Kimkins I don't
want transfered to LCF or slamboards. I did not post who the diabetes challenge would
benefit for this reason and sure enough, there it was. lol I find myself using posts to get
the message I want to LCF. Too easy. I did make a few posts on the anti thread today. I
want them to see Ducky, slamboards and kimkins exposed as the liars they are and I have
proven it. Course they won't care.
At LCF I have had MANY PM's but all were support, believe it or not. I believe we may
even get some biz our way from them. How are sales?

Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote:
I have "partners" for many things, only some involve money. I think the store would be
fun -- we just need a good supplier, find out about sales tax reporting -- all that stuff.
My brother's fine and still tinkers with cars. It's a family thing -- I'm a car girl, too. Don't
work on them, I just say "Aren't you done yet?" ;)
On 9/15/07, Jeannie Baitinger < baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:
Just had to giggle and ask you this... Haven't you had enough biz partners yet? lol Just
keep me on the payroll and when and if the time comes keep me in mind for a raise. And
I am still interested in a web store. Was even thinking we can rent an A/C storage unit
for the goods.
Hope your brother is doing well. I remember when he used to come fix your old car.
Sweet you two are so close.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote: Now
I'm really late!
Before I left I thought I would share with you my thinking. I won't know anything for sure
until Monday when I can talk to an attorney, but ... if worse comes to worse we can close
Kimkins.com and the lawyer can fight over that carcass. He probably thinks it's a large
company. ;)
Instead we will move the database to a new domain name www.??????.com and move the
forums, members and everything there. It will need a new management group. You could be a
partner to reward you for your "guts" so far. :) We will make changes to make
the diet less controversial (this is what happened with Atkins).
Just rough thoughts, see you later.
On 9/15/07, Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com > wrote:
Well, I don't think he'll get too far either.
We can absolutely match the foster kid amount to a non-profit charity. It was a small
amount < $300. I ripped your check opening the envelope and never asked for a new
one. I think it was $50? but never cashed. I have no problem giving money to charity,
but they should note I didn't ask for the "foster kid challenge" and my boys were not over
18 then, except 1. The funds were for the boys approaching 18 who would need to move
out and have 'stuff'. Kids can stay at 18 if they're still in school (like kids whose birthday
are in December and start school late). One boy just left for the Army and he was nearly 19.
About Kimmer coming forward, that will be a problem. Before I found these people merely
annoying. It's now getting to the point of personal safety concerns. I have to take my brother
back to the eye surgeon today. Let me think about this and I'll have some ideas when I get back.
I wrote to your 2 doctors plus Jonny Bowden yesterday. No reply so far.
I'm running late, I write when I get back. :)
On 9/15/07, Jeannie Baitinger < baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote: Well, well, a lawyer has
presented a potential class action suit against Kimkins. I don't think he'll get too far since the
characters who complained of ill health and side effects don't really exist. But, just so you know,
he is John Tiedt at (951) 343-3320.

And Kimmer, there is a lot of stuff going on about the challenge I did for your foster kids over
18. We do have a problem here. First, no one knows who you really are so we cannot prove
foster kids without positive identity for you. Second, the kids were 18 so they are not in the
system anymore... It's so stupid cause I know you put the money exactly where you said you
would. But, we cannot prove it without exposing the real Kimmer. And we may need to prove it
eventually.
I don't know what was raised but I don't think it was much. Do you think perhaps kimkins.com
can match the amount paid in and send it from kimkins.com to a non profit charity for foster
kids? We would never make this public but in case a lawyer gets a hold on to Kimkins this
would satisfy the foster kid challenge. What do you think? Plus, your website can use it as a tax
deduction.
OK, back to your boards and helping make the world a thinner place.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com > wrote:
Jeannie, THANKS SO MUCH! I've received it and I'll review it this weekend. I'll be
talking to Dr. Jonny and hopefully your docs too this weekend. BUSY!
I'm sure I'll love it and you've taken a HUGE burden off of my shoulders, girl!
K.
On 9/14/07, Jeannie Baitinger < baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:
Sent the ebook. Now I am cross eyed. lol I left my reading glasses on the ship. Please
proof read. Also, can you insert dates, ect and recipes where I left blanks? And don't
forget the original Kimkins diet.
I hope you like it. Feel free to make any changes you see fit.
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com> wrote:
Jeannie, I'm not concerned in the least on any "dirt" or lies they post about you. I don't
read any of the Ducky or other anti-Kimmer blogs (or LCF). I'm glad that you &
SingingLass do for obvious reasons. Heidi & I have been best friends since high school.
There isn't anything they can "reveal" that I don't already know.
I think the best action is no action. We can counter any valid claims (the eBook, medical
review) but gossip should be ignored, IMO. I've contacted Wordpress twice about
slander, no response from them.
I'll be in contact with both doctors today (aren't you a clever busy bee!)
Snapshot of Teacher's Challenge is a group of 82 teachers who lost 1903 pounds in 10
weeks. They hope to go to Oprah for a "makeover". :) I'll send the PR out under Nikki's
name. We had an agency before Christin, but we were a very small account for them and
couldn't spend the time we needed ($$$). We're still in touch.
I was thinking of a general review by the docs, now I'm thinking maybe a Q & A format
would be better.
EXCELLENT WORK Jeannie! You're just ... awesome!

On 9/14/07, Jeannie Baitinger < baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com> wrote:
I will go find our singing lass and pass on the webmaster addy.
Teacher challenge--no, don't use me since I have no idea what it is. lol I'll get my butt in
gear and get thru the site eventually.
I see I am the target of Ducky now. I had a lot of trouble with Banta Babes thread at one time
and I see they are really wanting to give me a bad time. Not to worry. I am as clean as a whistle.
No criminal records, no troubles--not so much as a traffic ticket. hahaha Not sure about this fruit
diet though that is mentioned. lol And southbeach? It didn't work.
On to bigger and better news;
Saw both the Doc and Chiro today. Told the Doc what we need and spit out the bootcamp
menu as an example. He liked it! He says for a resonable fee for his time he will do the
positive review. He is Dr. Andre Benson and can be emailed at awb1347@gmail.com.
And the chiro is so health oriented... Both have seen my weight loss unfold and both are
impressed by it. I told him what we need from a chiro and he is also interested. He is Dr. Lupo,
and can be reached at doc@physicalmedicinecenter.net. The chiro also knows of a personal
trainer who may be interested...
Email them both with details and payment info and see what they have to say. Be sure to
mention allowing them links as I forgot. Both have been told there is a war of the webs going on
and neither blinked an eye. Also, I told the Doc about Christen's 100lb loss in 5 months, her
complaints of hair shedding and skipping periods and he said all that is very minor. I think he is
going to be the one! I sure hope so.
Stopped in to see the personal trainer I know but he was out. I left a message.
I have a few more errands to run, then I will get started making the ebook changes and will do
my best to submit it to you by day's end.
Have a great day!
Kimmer < webmaster@kimkins.com > wrote: I have no access to the Kimkins site today. My
computer problems had continued, so the tech guys made me a "virtual computer" which is my
keyboard but going through one of their computers instead. That VM is closed and I can't get it
open until the guy who set it up comes on which won't be until the afternoon (4-5 pm your time).
Will you pass this on to SingingLass? She's been keeping a good eye on troublemakers, but
even with banning they need to be "kicked off" or they remain logged in until they leave the
site. Please ask her to email webmaster@kimkins.com if anyone needs "kicking". We're
putting finishing touches on the Teachers Challenge press release. Did you want it to come
from you?

EXHIBIT 65
From: “Kimmer” <webmaster@kimkins.com>
To: “Jeannie Baitinger baitingerjeannie@yahoo.com; <PrincKewric@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2007 3:37 PM
Subject: New Members

I expect we'll get many new members from the TV exposure. :) Shhhhhh! That lawyer is
sniffing around for $$$. We don't have any laying around -- yet. Unless we say something,
they'll have no idea of how many new members we get.
BTW, I will report to you ladies each day new member totals, a screenshot of weekly totals and
final screenshot of the Nov 12-Dec 12 totals for that 30 day period. If you promise you can keep
a secret ... current member totals are only 15-20'ish per day, though lately a bit lower. This is
enough to pay bills and keep us alive, but nothing to write home about.
Any ideas on getting more moderators? I'm afraid to make anyone an actual admin with
access, but depending on how many new people we get (and will need help), maybe we can
recruit "New Member Hosts" to greet them, check Introductions and Personal Journals to post a
friendly "howdy" and help out.

EXHIBIT 69

